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Quark scattering and annihilation processes appear as suc-

processes in hadronic reactions with particles produced at 

large transverse momenta or in two-body scattering with lar^e 

tnonientum transfer. 

In this contribution we represent results / I / on the quark 

scattering and annihilation amplitudes in the Hegge region 

s ^ -u ? > it; or s ^ -t » j u j . . ( 

V/c consider amplitudes with two quarks or quark and anti-

quark in the exchange channel, so that flavour quantum nurr.bor 

can be exchanged. She amplitudes.with only giuons in the ex-

change channel and the related questions of the vacuum singu-

larity and tho gluon Rcgccization have been investigated ear-

lier / 2 / . 

'.Ve calculate the perturbativc contributions to those anplitud 

in the double logarithmic approximation. The porturbativo con 

tributions arise fron tho integration region in the loon mo-

menta Â , where its transverse components k^ with 'respoct 



m 

to the external momenta pg are recïricted by the con-

dition 

kj2 > A
2 . (2) 

o 
At the momentum scale M* the coupling is still snail. 

o • 
In the region below ^ non-perturbative contributions 

become essential. 

In the calculations we use a method based on dispersion rela-

tions and gauge invariance. It has essential advantages com-

pared to the conventional approach / 3 / , which is based on 

Bethe-Salpeter equations. In our approach it is not necessary 

to consider off-mass shell amplitudes and we do not need to 

analyze complicated higher order graphs, ".'e deal with only 

gauge invariant sets of graphs. 

The main point in our approach consists in isolating the sof-

test virtual particle with the lowest transverse co^or.tur. in th 

graph. It turns out that the integration over the tr.os«:on i-u >.•:" 

the remaining virtual particles can be expressed in terms o_* 

on-mass shell amplitudes. The physical idea, the separation :<:* 

interactions at different scales, is similar to the ro:ic.r:.r.li-

sation group. An essential ingredient of the method is Gri'-cv'c 

bremsstrahlung theorem / 4 / . On the "oasis of this r.echoc v.-c 

obtain equations for the perturbative contributions to the con-

sidered quark amplitudes. The equations can be written in 

terms of graphs as follows. 

The first term on the right-hand side represents the Born 

contribution. The second and the third terr/.s are the contri-

butions of the softest virtual particles, if., .this softest'.par 

.'tide' is a gluon or; a quark. The blobs on the right-hand aide 
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ai-6 the same amplituÖö as in the left-hand side with the cut-

off JA repiöcsd by thû tranoverce mümor.tum of the coft par-

ticle jfcj , jkjryu . 

In tcrîita of partial wives the equations have a ainplo fora. 

icy ai'o ortUn.'try differential equations of Hiccntti ty^o and 

in tha caao of tho colour dinglot channel thoy are juot nlse-

braic equations, We obtain eimultaneouoly the equations for both 

signatures. For example for the colour singlet channel wc have 

. S ù Û x 1 - <* • / / ' j* 

<4a) 

f" > _ (lA.4)*' jL'f J?2 J Ï , , , v ' i f f -J>; - ^ n r - v ^ ^ ^*&M ftw 

and for the positiva signature colour ocuott channol wo have 

The resulting equations allow to analyze the singularity struc-

ture in the {J plane generated by the perturbatio contribu-

tions. It turns out that in all ehp.nncls the negative signature 

amplitude haa singularities to tho rißht of the riçht-rr.0Gt. sin-

gularities o* the corresponding positive signature amplitude. 

The singularities of the colour 3inglet quarl: amplitudes 

be interpreted directly as singularities of the hadronic ampli-

tudes with meson quantum number exchange. One has to V:oep in 

mind that the doubl® losorithir.ic amplitude is only a part of 

the full amplitud®, îîon-pcrturbatlvc contributions leading to 

nescn Hegge tra^joo torlos havo to 'co included. 

Tho rr.ogt important perturbative .alngulai'ities' in- the colour 

ôiwglôt {channel lie in the ,ri$Ut hûlf-plcaie. 2hcy'crc £i;:ëù 

flouai'® root singularities' whereas the particle Hc.'jsc poles r.:ova 

to tho loft :with increasing t . îhuc there is i '.:i::c:r.r.tical 

region, wha??c tho porturbative singularities occoir.e Importeurs 

at high cnorsiôe. 
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